
Unleash the power of collaboration with our

team-building and corporate social

responsibility activities at our venue, The Brew

Hall, in Arthurs Point. Elevate your team

dynamics as you immerse yourselves in

engaging and interactive experiences

designed to foster creativity and strategic

thinking.    

Kirsten Brenner
Events Manager

Contact Details:

hello@thecargocollective.co.nz

172 Arthurs Point Road 

Queenstown 9371 

From hands-on workshops to tailored

challenges, our venue offers the perfect

setting for cultivating teamwork and

innovation. Our venue provides an all weather,

comfortable, spacious setting with bar

facilities, catering options and bathrooms for

up to 170. Strengthen relationships in a

dynamic space that seamlessly blends

productivity with enjoyment. Elevate your

experience and create lasting memories with

our tailored expereinces.

THE CARGO COLLECTIVE TEAM BUILDING



Turn your team-building experience into a spirited competition with our
'Brew Your Own Beer' challenge, where teams compete to craft the most
innovative and delicious brew. Guided by experienced brewmasters,
participants collaborate, experiment with diverse ingredients, and unleash
their creativity in a race to create the ultimate custom beer, adding an
extra layer of excitement to this hands-on and unforgettable brewing
adventure. 

Brew Your Own Beer
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Step into a culinary arena with our 'My Kitchen Rules' team-building
activity, where colleagues transform into gourmet teams, navigating
culinary challenges and bonding over the art of cooking to create a recipe
for workplace success. From chopping challenges to delectable
showdowns, savor the perfect blend of camaraderie and competition,
making your team bond as they create a feast for the senses in this
engaging and entertaining culinary experience. 

My Kitchen Rules

Shake up your team dynamics with our 'Mixology Mash Up' challenge, a
spirited and interactive experience where colleagues collaborate to
master the art of cocktail creation. Participants not only learn about
mixology techniques but also work together to invent and name their
signature drinks. The winning best cocktail (based on flavor, presentation,
and creativity) becomes the bevy 
of the night! 

Mixology Mash Up

Indulge in a hands-on journey of flavor discovery and art of distillation with
our 'Distil Your Own Gin' activity, where you'll blend botanicals, distill your
creation, and leave with a custom-crafted bottle of gin, embodying the
spirit of team collaboration in every sip. Savor the satisfaction of creating
your own bespoke spirit in this hands-on, aromatic adventure, perfect for
gin enthusiasts and teams looking to blend camaraderie with craft. 

Distil Your Own Gin 

Whisk your team away for a delightful experience of bonding and
creativity with our 'Great Bake Off' team-building activity. In this fast-
paced and flavorful challenge, colleagues unite to craft delectable treats,
that blends teamwork and delicious success. Teams are provided with a
set of ingredients, utensils, and a baking theme, challenging them to think
on their feet, strategize, and collaborate to produce the most impressive
and tasty creations. 

Great Bake Off 



"Wheels of Hope" embodies the spirit of community solidarity and
compassion, empowering the less fortunate in South Island, New Zealand,
with the means to improve their lives and build brighter futures. Through the
provision of bicycles and support services, this CSR initiative seeks to create
positive social change.  Participants are divided into teams, each tasked
with assembling a complete bicycle from a set of parts. With guidance from
experienced facilitators, teams work together to follow assembly
instructions and troubleshoot challenges, Let's ride together towards a
brighter future for all!

This quick project not only fits within a shorter time frame but also allows
guests to actively contribute to environmental conservation in the South
Island. It's a hands-on, eco-friendly activity that can leave a positive impact
on the community and aligns with the region's focus on preserving its
unique biodiversity. After a brief presentation on the importance of native
plants in the South Island's ecosystem and the concept of seed bombing as
a sustainable way to support local biodiversity, we will break into teams and
create seed bombs containing native plant seeds that can be distributed in
designated areas.
 

This workshop not only engages our guests in a meaningful CSR project
but also fosters a deeper connection to New Zealand's natural heritage. It
aligns with environmental sustainability goals and provides a unique
opportunity for team building and community engagement. Join us in a
hands-on workshop to propagate native plants for reforestation projects.
During the workshop, you will collaborate with local conservation
organisations, ensuring that the selected plant species align with New
Zealand's biodiversity and conservation priorities.

Native Reforestation Indoor Workshop
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Wheels of Hope, Build A Bike  

Eco-Friendly Seed Bombs for Biodiversity 

Engage in a unique and collaborative activity that also serves as a visually
impactful representation of our commitment to sustainability and
creativity. Prior to the event, the guests collect recyclable or discarded
materials such as plastic bottles, cardboard, old electronics, and other
items that are typically considered waste. Then, join us at the event space,
where we will partner with a local artist who guides the group in turning
discarded materials into an inspiring art installation that raises awareness
about waste reduction and recycling.

Upcycled Art Installation 

Let's work together to create a brighter, greener future for all! Join us for a
rewarding activity focused on conservation and habitat restoration in
beautiful New Zealand. In this hands-on experience, your team will come
together to construct wildlife habitats for native species, contributing to the
preservation of the country's unique biodiversity. Guided by conservationists,
teams work together to design and plan wildlife habitats tailored to the
needs of specific native species, such as birds, insects, and reptiles. They
consider factors such as food sources, shelter, and nesting sites, ensuring
that the habitats will provide a welcoming environment for local wildlife.

Self Built Wildlife Habitats


